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Speciality:
Soil chemistry, biogeochemistry, specifically: 1) role of trace elements in major nutrient
cycling (transcription and activity of specific enzymes), 2) abiotic influences on soil pathogen
spread and virulence across landscapes, and, 3) protection of culturally significant species
from biosecurity risks and threats.
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2015 - 2017

MBIE Smart Ideas (Assistant Investigator). Mātauranga Māori guided
discovery and development of new control methods for Phytophthora.
RSNZ Marsden Fast Start (Principal Investigator). Reindigenising the
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Whakamātaki – A Māori Biosecurity Network.
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Investigator). Stopping kauri dieback in its tracks.
BioProtection Research Centre (TEC Contract Principal Investigator). Do
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Biological Heritage National Science Challenge (Project Leader) Māori
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Lincoln University Research Fund (Principal Investigator). Exploring
Phytophthora agathidicida resistance in kauri forest soils, Waipoua,
Northland.
MBIE Vision Mātauranga Capability Fund contract LINX1405. (Programme
Leader) – Development of a National Māori Biosecurity Network.
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Evidence:
1. I advise that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained
in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and have complied with it in
preparing this evidence. I confirm that the issues addressed in this evidence
are within my area of expertise and I have not omitted material facts known
to me that might alter or detract from my evidence.
2. I have been asked to comment further on the biosecurity risk to the spread of
Phytophthora agathidicida, the causal agent of kauri dieback, from the
proposed earth works to be carried out as part of the planned Huia
Replacement Water Treatment Plant Resource Consent as a result of the
kauri dieback testing that has been performed since the original hearing. I
refer you to my previous evidence which should be read in conjunction with
this statement.
3. The site is described as regenerating into kauri-podocarp-broadleaved forest.
Titirangi-Waitakere Ranges is known to have the one of the highest
prevalence of symptomatic kauri trees infected by the pathogen P.
agathidicida. The proposed activity includes the movement of 97,000m3 of
topsoil and cut volume that potentially could harbor this kauri dieback
causing pathogen.
4. The Biosense surveillance report produced to inform the expert caucusing
has shown the presence of Phytophthora agathidicida right across the site,
not just associated with the presence of kauri trees, but also in other soil,
watercourses and on tracks. This means that all soil disturbance activity
undertaken anywhere on the site can disturb and spread the pathogen in soil
and water.
5. The original applicant’s evidence Erosion and Sediment Control and
Stormwater (5.13 Campbell James McGregor,4 February 2020) makes
comment that he “understands the presence of the disease is likely to be
within the surficial topsoil layers and not in the subsurface clays. Therefore,
sediment run off and the volumes prescribed below relating to sediment loss
are unlikely to contain the Kauri Dieback disease.” However unless all the soil
is tested it is not possible to know this and I disagree with this statement. The
latest Management Plan proposed to mitigate the risk of spread of the
pathogen similarly asserts that the pathogen will only exist in the topsoil and
that the “bulk excavations” of soil deeper than 1.0m “are at low risk of

contamination”. I do not agree with this statement as it is too speculative.
6. In our published and peer reviewed papers Lewis et al, 2019 and Byers et al
2020 we describe how this pathogen can exist in other land uses, and also
these adjacent land uses can potentially create a disease reservoir. This is
critical information that land managers should be aware of given the nature
of the pathogen (which causes 100% mortality, ie every tree that gets
infected dies) and the absence of any tools to prevent or cure infected trees,
or decontaminate infected soil or water. Cross contamination, or indeed run
off containing even small quantities of soil infected with P. agathidicida
would go on to infect other areas, the worst case scenario, contaminating
previously healthy regenerating and established kauri forest in the
surrounding areas. Moreover, machinery used in the movement of soil would
have to be decontaminated thoroughly to prevent the machinery
transporting any potentially infected soil to other parts of kauri growing
areas. The Management Plan does not provide sufficient control in my
opinion to prevent potential spread of the pathogen to other areas.
7. In my opinion the activity proposed on the site is a very high risk of spreading
the pathogen to the rest of the catchment downstream of the site and to
other locations. I do not consider that the Management Plan proposed by the
applicant is adequate to mitigate this risk because it cannot prevent soil and
water from leaving the site and these are both highly likely to be
contaminated with significant levels of the pathogen.

